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Abstract—In this paper, we present a trust establishment
and management framework for hierarchical wireless sensor
networks. The wireless sensor network architecture we consider
consists of a collection of sensor nodes, cluster heads and a
base station arranged hierarchically. The framework encompasses
schemes for establishing and managing trust between these different entities. We demonstrate that the proposed framework helps
to minimize the memory, computation and communication overheads involved in trust management in wireless sensor networks.
Our framework takes into account direct and indirect (group)
trust in trust evaluation as well as the energy associated with
sensor nodes in service selection. It also considers the dynamic
aspect of trust by introducing a trust varying function which
could be adjusted to give greater weight to the most recently
obtained trust values in the trust calculation. The architecture
also has the ability to deal with the inter-cluster movement of
sensor nodes using a combination of certificate based trust and
behaviour based trust.

be suitable for networks with small sensor nodes due to
limited bandwidth and stringent node constraints in terms of
power and memory. Therefore, it is important to develop trust
management schemes and protocols that take into account
the intrinsic features of wireless sensor networks mentioned
above. There are several proposals for trust management for
WSNs [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. None of those proposals
consider the requirements of trust management for WSNs
all at once, such as memory constraints, computation and
communication overheads and energy levels of individual
sensor nodes.
Recently, Shaikh et al [8] have proposed a group-based trust
management scheme (GTMS) for clustered wireless sensor
networks. It is aimed to detect and prevent selfish, faulty and
malicious nodes. However, it does not take into account the
dynamic aspects of trust and predeployment knowledge of
sensor nodes. Moreover, GTMS has significant communication
overhead in terms of calculations needed to determine a node’s
trust value. We have recently proposed a trust management
architecture for hierarchical WSNs in order to remedy some
of the shortcomings of GTMS [9]. This paper builds on the
new trust management framework for WSNs proposed in [9],
aiming to improve the trust evaluation process by taking into
account the dynamic aspects of trust.
Our new trust management framework makes use of the hierarchical wireless sensor network architecture to minimize the
memory overhead by using the cluster head in the management
of trust information. Our approach also reduces the communication overhead by making the nodes only communicate with
the cluster head. We propose a novel trust value calculation
scheme with a decaying technique, so that recent trust values
could be given more (or less) weight in the overall trust
calculation, thereby taking into account the dynamic nature
of trust. The bad behavior of a node will reduce its trust value
greatly. In addition, the weighting is parameterized to make it
flexible enough to suit various applications. We also take into
account the energy level of sensor nodes to avoid the short
life time of highly trustworthy nodes. Moreover, we envisage
that the nodes may move from one cluster to another, while
maintaining their trust records. Furthermore, we strengthen
the cluster head security. Finally, we combine the behaviour
based trust and certificate based trust using pre-deployment

I. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks help to accurately gather information, monitor and react to events from the physical world.
A sensor node consists of sensor(s), wireless communication
device, small microcontroller and energy source. WSNs have
certain unique characteristics at both the sensor node level
and the sensor network level. At the sensor node level, each
sensor node has constraints on resources such as energy,
memory, computation speed and bandwidth. At the sensor
network level, WSNs may inherit the infrastructureless nature
of the wireless ad hoc networks, and they can have dynamic
network topology and membership, without the support of a
management authority. In addition, WSNs may be deployed in
large scale and can be mobile but can suffer from the lack of
physical protection, as well as general failures that relate at
the node and communication level.
WSNs have many applications such as surveillance of infrastructure, habitat monitoring, health care and traffic control.
Many applications of the WSNs require secure communications and quality of service [1]. But in practice, wireless sensor
networks are prone to different types of malicious attacks, such
as denial of service, routing protocol attacks as well as replay
attacks, sybil attacks, traffic analysis and physical attacks on
nodes. Traditional cryptoschemes may not prevent such types
of malicious attacks. Moreover, traditional trust management
schemes developed for wired and wireless networks may not
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knowledge in the establishment of trust relationships.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the GTMS trust scheme as well as discussing the
related work in this area. In Section 3, we propose our new
trust scheme for hierarchical ad hoc wireless sensor networks.
Section 4 provides a comparison of our proposed trust scheme
with the existing trust management schemes. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper with a brief summary.

sensor node-based, super-sensor node-based and base stationbased trust management schemes. In our framework, we use
the super node based trust management approach.
a) Node based schemes: Because of the limited resources, the nodes in WSNs can only monitor, store and use
little trust information of their neighbouring nodes. Several
trust management schemes belong to this category [16], [7].
b) Super nodes based schemes: In order to establish a
trust relationship in large scale sensor networks, several super
nodes based schemes have been proposed [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[8]. In such schemes, some nodes referred to as super nodes
are assumed have more computation power, storage, and power
for communication.
c) Base station based schemes: In this type of schemes,
the trust value calculations are managed by base stations. Base
station based schemes assume that all the nodes in WSNs have
the same power and resources. An example of such a scheme
is presented in [17].

II. Trust Management for WSNs
The notion of trust has been studied extensively in various
disciplines. In the area of secure computing, different aspects
of trust have been discussed in different contexts such as
trusted processes, trusted platforms and trusted computing,
trusted code, trust management and trust negotiation. In mobile
ad hoc networks (MANETs) and WSNs, many trust models
determine the trust values associated with the nodes using
a continuous monitoring of the nodes’ behavior. A node’s
misbehavior can be divided into two types: (1) the selfish or
greedy behavior and (2) malicious behavior [10]. A selfish
node usually wants to save its own resources such as power,
CPU cycles, and memory. The selfish behavior itself can be
divided into two types: the self exclusion and non-forwarding.
Such behaviour can occur in two stages of the network deployment, namely the routing phase and packet transfer phase. The
malicious behaviour associated with non-forwarding include
packet dropping, packet modification, packet fabrication, timing attacks, and silent route change. During the route discovery
phase, misbehavior includes attacks such as black hole attacks,
gray hole attacks, and worm hole attacks.
There have been many recent proposals for trust management for ad hoc networks in the literature, such as [11], [12],
[13], [14]. According to their scope, purpose and type of evidence the trust value is based on, they can be categorized into
two groups: the certificate-based framework and the behaviorbased framework [15]. The certificated based frameworks
usually use certificates as the pre-deployment knowledge to
establish a trust relationship. A valid certificate can be used
to prove that the target node is trusted by a Certification
Authority (CA) or trusted third parties or other nodes. With
a hierarchical structure, the certificates are signed by trusted
parties and arranged in a hierarchy, and the trustor can verify
the signature with the public keys in the associated trusted
path. This approach is usually used to authenticate the target
nodes and determine whether they are legimate members of the
network. In behavior based frameworks, each node continually
monitors the behavior of target nodes and builds the trust value
based on how cooperative they are. This can then be used to
determine whether a node is selfish or malicious.
In general, the trust management schemes for mobile ad
hoc networks make certain assumptions with respect to the
capabilities of individual nodes that are not realistic in WSN
environment. Therefore several trust management schemes
have also been proposed for wireless sensor networks, taking into consideration the inherent characteristics of WSNs.
Broadly, we can classify these schemes into three categories:

A. Group-based Trust Management Scheme
A type of scheme that use super nodes is called a groupbased trust management scheme (GTMS) proposed in [8] for
clustered (hierarchical) WSNs. As our scheme is also based on
a similar wireless sensor network architecture, we first describe
this scheme in some detail.
Hierarchical (clustered) wireless sensor network model was
proposed in [18], [19] and has been subsequently used in
other works such as [20], [21], [22]. In this model, a wireless
sensor network consists of a command node (base station),
cluster heads and numerous sensor nodes grouped into clusters [23], see Figure 1. The clusters of sensors can be formed
based on various criteria such as capabilities, location and
communication range, and using different cluster algorithms
such as in [24], [25]. It is assumed that all sensors and
cluster head nodes are stationary and the physical location and
communication range of all nodes in the network are known.
The scheme makes the following assumptions: All the
sensor nodes have unique identities and are organized into
clusters. The base station is a central command authority and
virtually has no resource constraints and is fully trusted. Clus-

Fig. 1.
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ter heads have more computational power and more memory
compared to other sensor nodes in the network. The base
station communicates with the cluster head and each cluster
head manages the nodes in its group.
The trust model works with two topologies: the intra-group
topology that uses distributed trust management and intergroup topology that deploys centralized trust management. For
the intra-group network, each sensor calculates the individual
trust values for all of its group members. Based on these
trust values, a node assigns one of the three possible states
to the other member nodes, namely trusted, untrusted, or
uncertain. Each node then forwards the trust states of all the
group member nodes to the cluster head. The cluster head then
collates them together in a report and forwards a copy of it
to the base station. The cluster head also sends the trust value
that it has assigned to its peer cluster heads to the base station.
The scheme calculates trust at three levels: the node level, the
cluster head level and the base station level.
1) Node level Trust: The past interaction evaluation of the
node level trust is based on a time window. The time window
consists of several time units, and the interactions that occur
in each time unit are recorded. After a unit of time elapses,
the window slides one time unit to the right by dropping
the interactions done during the earliest unit. Thus, as time
progresses, the window forgets the experiences of previous
units but adds the experiences of the newest time unit.
With this time window information, the time-based past
interaction trust value (Txy ) of node y at node x that lies
between 0 and 100 is defined as


100(Sxy )2
Txy =
(1)
(Sxy + Uxy )(Sxy + 1)

Whenever a node requires peer recommendation, it will send
a request to all member nodes exclusing the untrusted ones.
Let us assume that j nodes are trusted or uncertain in a group.
Then, node x calculates the trust value of node y as follows:
P

r<Rr ∪Cr Txi ∗ Tiy
Txy =
; j = |Rr ∪ Cr | ≤ n − 2 (5)
100 ∗ j
where [.] is the nearest integer function, Txi is the trust value
of the recommender, and Tiy is the trust value of node y sent
by node i. Here, Txi is acting as a weighted value of the
recommender that is multiplied with the trust value Tiy , sent
by the recommender, such that the trust value of node y should
not increase beyond the trust value between node x and the
recommender node i.
2) Cluster Head level Trust: At group level, the trust value
is calculated by the cluster head using the trust states that
other members in the group have established for a target node.
Suppose that there are n + 1 nodes in the group including the
cluster head (ch). The cluster head will periodically broadcast
the packet within the group requesting the trust state. In
response, all member nodes in the group forward their trust
states, s, of other member nodes to the cluster head. The
variable, s, can take three possible values: trusted, uncertain,
and untrusted. The cluster head will maintain these trust states
in a matrix form, as shown below:


Sch,1 S1,ch ...
Sn,1
 Sch,2 S1,2 ...
Sn,2 


T Mch =  .

.
.
..
..
..
 ..

.
Sch,n S1,n ... Sn,n−1
where T Mch represents the trust state matrix of cluster head
ch, and sch,1 represents the state of node 1 at cluster head ch.
The cluster head assigns a group level trust state to a node
based on the relative difference in trust states received from
all the members for that node.

where [.] is the nearest integer function, Sxy is the total number
of successful interactions of node x with y during time units,
and Uxy is the total number of unsuccessful interactions of
node x with y during time units.
After calculating the trust value, a node will quantify the
trust into the three states as follows:


100 − f ≤ Txy ≤ 100
 trusted

uncertain 50 − g ≤ Txy ≤ 100 − f
Mp (Txy ) =
(2)


untrusted 0 ≤ Txy ≤ 50 − g

III. Dynamic Trust Framework for WSNs
Our dynamic trust framework builds on the hierarchical
architecture of WSNs to minimize the nodes’ memory by
storing trust information in the cluster head [9]. We employ
a decaying trust function which can be used to give more
weight to the most recent trust value in the overall trust
value computation. We combine behaviour based trust and
certificate based trust using the pre-deployment knowledge
in the establishment of trust relationships. We also allow the
nodes to move from one cluster to another by preserving their
trust record, thereby making the scheme suitable for dynamic
environments wherein the nodes move frequently.

where f represents half of the average values of all trusted
nodes, and g represents one third of the average values of
all untrusted nodes. The values of f and g are calculated as
follows:
( h P
)
i
r<Rx Txy
1
0 ≤ |Rr | ≤ n − 1
2
|R
|
r
fj+1 =
(3)
fj
|Rx | = 0
( h P
)
i
r<Mx Txy
1
0 ≤ |Mr | ≤ n − 1
2
|M
|
r
gj+1 =
(4)
gj
|Mx | = 0

A. Trust Management Architecture
Each cluster includes the cluster head (or the cluster leader)
and a set of distinct sensors. Each sensor has two main functions: sensing and relaying. Sensors probe their environment
and gather data. Then they transmit the collected information
to the cluster head directly in one hop or by relaying via a

where [.] is the nearest integer function, Rx represents the
set of trustwothy nodes for node x, Mx represents the set of
untrustful nodes for node x, and n is the total number of nodes
(a collection of trusted, untrusted, and uncertain nodes).
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application services such as furnishing observed temperature
and pressure values and to accomplish this, a node, in turn
could request network related services such as forwarding of
packets from other peer nodes. We denote a node using the
following tuple hID, A, V, T i, where ID denotes the identity of
the node, A denotes the attribute set of node ID, V denotes the
value set associated with the attributes, and T denotes the trust
value set of the attributes. The quality of the service can be
measured by the attributes (Figure 3). The better the service,
the higher the trust value for each node.
To be deemed as trustworthy, a node must make a reasonable
effort to perform its network related services in a dependable
manner. The network services of a node can be broadly classified into the following three categories: (1) routing/forwarding
related, (2) QoS related, and (3) security related. For instance,
the routing and forwarding functions are governed by routing
protocols. A robust routing protocol reduces packet loss rates,
eliminates the possibility of having frequent route failures,
and is able to cope quickly against topological changes [14].
Several attributes for routing and forwarding are highlighted
in [14] such as:
- A node does not deliberately introduce latency to delay
the arrival and departure of packets.
- A node does not intentionally drop packets.
- A node does not intentionally generate duplicate copies of
a packet or inserts false packet/s into a packet stream with
the intention of either depleting the network bandwidth
or for the purposes of misleading other nodes.
As a result, the observed attributes could include the packet
drop rate, the number of duplicate packets received, and
latency (delay / delay jitter)
Trust can be represented in several ways. Some researchers
represent trust as a range of values in real numbers varying
from 0 (corresponding to complete distrust) to 1 (corresponding to complete trust) [26], [12], [27]. Some others consider
trust values to be ranging from −1 (corresponding to complete
distrust) to 1 (corresponding to complete trust) [28]. In [8],
trust values have been represented by an integer in the interval
between 0 and 100. This is because the wireless sensor
networks have limited memory, transmission and power. An
unsigned integer uses 1 byte while a real number uses 4 bytes.

multi hop path. Sensors transmit or relay data only via shorthaul radio communication. A cluster head is in charge of its
cluster. It is assumed that each cluster head can reach and
control all the sensors in the cluster. Each cluster head receives
the information from different sensors, and then processes the
data to extract relevant information, sends it to the base station
(command node) via long-haul transmission.
Our framework introduces the notion of a sponsor node as
shown in Figure 2. A sponsor node is the initiator of each
cooperation, denoted as s. Any node can be a sponsor node
based on the application. This sponsor node will find one or
more other nodes to cooperate together. A target node is the
node chosen by the sponsor node to cooperate for a service,
denoted as t. There can be one or more target nodes for
each service. Again, in our framework, we assume that the
cluster head has higher computation power and memory when
compared to other sensor nodes. The base station (or command
node) is assumed to be totally trusted and virtually has no
computational or memory constraints.

Fig. 2.

Trust in WSN Architecture [9]

As shown in Figure 2, each node stores all the direct trust
values of all other nodes in the same cluster. Each node then
sends all the direct trust values of other nodes to the cluster
head. Using the direct trust values, the cluster head calculates
and stores the indirect (group) trust information for each node
in the cluster. In addition, the cluster head also stores its own
direct trust value for each node as well as the power (energy)
level of each node residing in its cluster. The cluster head then
calculates the integrated trust value for each node in the cluster
based on the group and cluster head’s direct trust values.
To realize an application service, a sponsor node will find
one or more target nodes to cooperate together. First the
sponsor node will check if it has the direct trust value of the
target candidate nodes. If it has the direct trust values, it will
use these values as the trust values. If not, the sponsor node
will try to obtain the target node’s trust value from the cluster
head. After it obtains all the trust values for all target nodes,
it can select the most suitable target nodes from this set based
on the trust value of the node and its energy level as well as
application service requirements.
In wireless sensor networks, a node can provide many

Fig. 3.
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Nodes and Their Attributes

This means that the representation of trust values [0, 100]
can save up 75 percent of memory space. As a result, the
data transmission between nodes is also reduced accordingly.
Consequently, the power consumption can also be decreased.
For the same reason, we also represent trust values as an
integer between 0 and 100.

where λ > 0 is the scale control factor; f 0 (x) ≥ 0 is the
derivative of the function f (x) (transformation of hyperbolic
tangent):

B. Node Level Trust Management
In our framework, the direct trust value between a sponsor
node s and a target node t is denoted as Ts,t . Group trust value
is denoted by Gt (calculated from the direct trust values of all
the nodes in the cluster) and integrated trust value is denoted
by It (calculated based on the direct trust value Tch,t of the
cluster node and the group trust value Gt ).
The direct trust value of a target node is calculated based
on its multi-attribute trust values. The sponsor node evaluates
and records the result of the cooperation with the target node.
The cooperation records are listed as shown in Table I. Each
attribute (Ai , i = 1, 2...n) has two relevant values: the value
of the successes (Si , i = 1, 2, ...n), and the value of the
cumulative cooperations (CCi , i = 1, 2...n). For example, the
cummulative cooperations are CC1 = 10, the S1 can be any
number between 0 to 10.

The derivatives of the function f (x) where α = 2 and β =
4, 8, 16 are plotted in Figure 4. By adjusting the α and β
values, we can define an impact factor that may lead to quicker
or slower trust improvement/degradation. The smaller α and
β values can lead to a quicker change in trust while larger α
and β values can lead to a slower change. We can change the
factor value λ to adjust this rate of change dynamically while
satisfying 0 ≤ θ < 100.

f (x) =

(eαx − e−αx )
(α ≥ 1, β ≥ 1)
β(eαx + e−αx )

(9)

TABLE I
Cooperation Record Table
Attribute
A1
A2
...
An

Number of Successes
S1
S2
...
Sn

Number of Cooperations
CC1
CC2
...
CCn

Based on the cooperation success records, we can calculate
the trust value for attribute Ai as follows:
Si
tAi = [100 ∗
]
(6)
CCi
where 0 ≤ tAi < 100 and [.] is the nearest integer function.
We divide time into Time Units. Individual sensor nodes
keep track of cooperation records with the other sensor nodes
within a certain time frame. The size of the time frame is
critical for trust evaluation. The duration of this time frame
can be dynamically determined and is influenced by factors
such as application requirements and/or resource constraints
of each sensor node. At time Tk , the trust value for attribute i
is TAik and during the time unit tk+1 , the trust value is tAik+1 .
The trust value at time Tk+1 can be calculated as follows:
TAik+1 = [(100 − θ)/100 ∗ TAik + θ/100 ∗ tAik+1 ]

Fig. 4.

Moreover, when the trust value in the latest time unit is high,
the new overall trust value will change by a small amount. On
the other hand, if the trust value is low, the overall trust value
will go down sharply because the old trust value will decay
fast. This will result in much lower trust values for those nodes
which turn malicious at the next time unit.
Assuming the parameter setting of α = 2, β = 4 and λ =
100, the lowermost line in Figure 5 plots the impact factor θ
(y) as the trust value in the next time unit (x) ranges from
0 to 100. Suppose that for a given sensor node the overall
trust value TAik = 90. The topmost line then plots the next
overall trust value (y) as the trust value in the next time unit
(x) ranges from 0 to 100.
If the node turns malicious in the next time unit with
tAik+1 = 20, then θ = 42.8 (resulting from the parameter
setting of α = 2, β = 4 and λ = 100). The next trust
value is TAik+1 = [(100 − θ)/100 ∗ TAik + θ/100 ∗ tAik+1 ] =
0.572 ∗ 90 + 0.428 ∗ 20 = 60.04, representing a decrease of
almost 30 points in the overall trust value.
Now we are able to calculate the overall direct trust value
for the target node t with n attributes Ai , i = 1, , 2, ...n for a
given sponsor node s as follows:

(7)

where 0 ≤ θ < 100 is the impact factor and [.] is the nearest
integer function. With this formula, the new trust value at time
Tk+1 results from the trust value at Tk and the trust value
during the new time unit tk+1 .
By adopting the trust evaluation approach proposed in [29]
for service oriented environments, we use the following function to compute the impact factor:
θ = λ ∗ f 0 (tAik /100)

The plot of the derivatives of f (x) where α = 2 and β = 4, 8, 16

(8)
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a) Integrated Trust Computation: The integrated trust
value computation of a node involves three: group trust values,
cluster head’s trust value, the base station’s trust value. The
group trust values can be derived from the above matrix. The
cluster head has its trust value for each node in its cluster
group as well. The base station has a trust value for each node
that resides in the wireless sensor network ( a collection of
clusters) as it is the only node in the network that has the
complete knowledge necessary to evaluate and assess every
function that a sensor node is capable of performing.
Each cluster head keeps track of a trust matrix:


G1 Tch,1 Tb,1
 ..
..
.. 
 .
.
. 



G
T
T
TG = 
i
ch,i
b,i


 .

.
.
 ..
..
.. 
Gn Tch,n Tb,n

Fig. 5. The plot of θ and the next overall trust value based on the trust value
in the next time unit (x) where α = 2, β = 4 and λ = 100

Ts,t

Qn
T
i=1
Qn A i
= Qn
T
+
A
i
i=1
i=1 (1 − TAi )

where i = 1, ...n and the Gi , Tch,i , Tb,i are the group trust
value of node i, the cluster head’s direct trust value for i and
the base station’s trust value of i.
The group trust value Gi for node i is calculated as follows:

(10)

C. Cluster Head Level Trust Management
Q
Gi = Q

We assume that the cluster heads are the super nodes with
more memory, higher computation power and more energy
than the other member nodes. A cluster head has several roles.
Within its cluster, a cluster head stores all the trust records of
the nodes in its cluster, and furnishes the integrated trust value
to a requesting node . Within the wireless sensor network, a
cluster head also records other cluster head trust values. The
cluster head is also in charge of transferring the trust record
of a node when the node moves from one cluster to another.
We now discuss each of these functions in more detail.
1) Intra-Cluster Trust Management: As mentioned before,
a cluster head stores all trust records of the nodes , computes
the integrated trust values for each node in its cluster, and
provides the integrated trust value to nodes upon request.
Each node transmits the recorded trust values that it has
for other target nodes to the cluster head. The cluster head
stores all the records for calculating the node’s group trust
value. Suppose there are n + 1 nodes in the group including
the cluster head. Each of the group member nodes forwards
its direct trust values of the other member nodes to the cluster
head when one of the trust values is changed. The cluster head
maintains these trust values in a matrix form, as shown below:


T1,2 T2,1 ...
Tn,1
 T1,3 T2,3 ...
Tn,2 


Tch =  .

.
.
..
..
..
 ..

.
T1,n

T2,n

...

j=1,...,i−1,i+1,...,n

j=1,...,i−1,i+1,...,n

Tj,i +

Q

Tj,i

j=1,...,i−1,i+1,...,n

(1 − Tj,i )
(11)

Based on the service trust record values of all other nodes,
the cluster head can then compute the integrated trust value
Ii for each node as follows:
Ii = Gi ∗ Wgroup + Tch,i ∗ Wch + Tb,i ∗ Wbase
Here Wgroup , Wch and Wbase are the weights for the corresponding trust values and they can be adjusted dynamically by
the cluster head. The weights must add up to 1.
b) Transfer of Integrated Trust to Sponsor Node: We require that the cluster head also keeps track of the energy levels
of the sensor nodes in its cluster in a vector [E1 , E2 , . . . , En ]
which is used in service selection and load balancing. When a
sponsor node does not have the direct trust value for a target
node, it will request the target nodes’ trust values from the
cluster head. The cluster head will then send the integrated
trust values for all the requested nodes, along with their energy
levels. The sponsor node is then able to find the path with
higher trust value to perform the required service with the node
with the sufficient energy level. For example, if the sponsor
node is to decide between two paths, involving A and B, and
involving C and D, it will request the trust values and energy
levels of A, B, C and D from the cluster head. The sponsor
node is then able to calculate the trust value for each path and
then choose the path with the highest trust value but it will
also take into consideration the minimum trust value assigned
to a node in each path along with the energy levels associated
with each node.

Tn,n−1

Each column in the above matrix corresponds to the vector of
trust values for the corresponding sensor node. For example,
T1,2 is the node 2’s direct trust value sent by node 1.
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2) Inter-Cluster Trust Management: We assume that the
nodes (apart from the cluster heads) in the wireless sensor
network are dynamic. They can move from one cluster group
to another cluster group. We are currently in the process of developing a full trust management scheme for such inter-cluster
movements. At this stage, our inter-cluster trust management
framework has the following characteristics.
When an existing node leaves one group and joins a new
group, the cluster head will send the records of this node to
the new cluster head of the group cluster the node is going
to join. The old cluster head will also send the trust related
information to the base station and finally delete the nodes’
records from its database.
When a new node joins a cluster, first it will check with the
base station whether it knows anything about this particular
node. If it does not, then we use the pre-deployment knowledge
based on certificates to establish trust. Each node is assumed
to have a public key based certificate and the trust association
between the node and the cluster head is established using this
certificate. We set the trust value based on just the certificate
based trust alone to 50.

the sponsor node only needs to communicate with the cluster
head once to obtain the group trust value.
For communication between the cluster head and nodes in
the same cluster group, in GTMS, the cluster head periodically
broadcasts the request packets. All the nodes in that group will
forward the trust states of other nodes to the cluster head. As
there are three states (trusted, uncertain, and untrusted), only
2 bits are needed for this purpose. In our framework, we use
the trust value from 0 to 100, and hence 1 byte is needed.
We assume that the node will send the new trust value to the
cluster head when the trust values for other nodes are changed.
Hence, this will require less communication overhead. The
node will also need to send its energy level to the cluster head
periodically, and this will incur extra communication overhead
(1 byte is required for the energy levels ranging from 0 to 100).
b) Storage Overhead: In both GTMS and TMF, the
nodes need to store the successful and unsuccessful interaction
numbers for each node. Additionally in GTMS, the nodes need
to store indirect trust values for other peer nodes. In TMF, for
a cluster group with n nodes, the cluster head needs to store
an (n − 1) ∗ (n − 1) matrix and a 4 ∗ n matrix to calculate
the integrated trust value of each node in the group, together
with one vector of size n for the energy levels. By contrast, in
GTMS, the cluster head only needs to store one n ∗ n matrix.
c) Computation Overhead: In terms of computation at
the node, in both GTMS and TMF, a node needs to calculate
the direct trust value based on its interaction experiences with
other nodes. However, in GTMS, a node also needs to calculate
the target node trust values based on the peer nodes trust value.
In terms of cluster head computation, in TMF, the cluster head
needs to compute the integrated trust values based on one
(n − 1) ∗ (n − 1) matrix and one 4 ∗ n matrix, while, in GTMS,
the cluster calculates the integrated trust value for each node
based on one (n − 1) ∗ (n − 1) matrix.
d) Trust Value Calculation with Decay: In our framework, we calculate the new trust value at time Tk+1 based on
two trust values: the trust value at time Tk and the trust value
during the last time unit. TMF has two advantages over GTMS.
Firstly, the node only needs to store two trust values: the trust
value at time Tk and the trust value during the last time unit.
On the other hand, in GTMS, the trust value calculation is
based on several previous time units. Thus, nodes need to store
all the trust values in several time units. Secondly, in GTMS,
each of the trust values has the same weight. By contrast, in
TMF, based on the two factors λ and θ, the trust value of the
most recent time unit can have more weight in the overall trust
value calculation; the older trust value may take less weight
in the overall trust value and decay accordingly.
e) Nodes Energy Level Balance and Others: In TMF, we
also consider the energy level of nodes as an additional factor
in service selection. This is because that the node with higher
trust value will be employed to do more services. As a result,
its energy will be consumed faster. By propagating the energy
level of a target node along with its trust value, a recipient can
decide whether or not to use the services of this target node.
On the other hand, in GTMS, there is no such an arrangement.

IV. Comparative Evaluation
In this section, we compare our proposed trust management framework (TMF) with the previously proposed GTMS
framework in terms of computation, memory requirements and
communication overhead as only these two schemes have the
similar architecture (see Table II for a summary).
TABLE II
Comparison of TMF and GTMS [9]

Communications among nodes for
trust calculation
Transmission length between nodes
and cluster head
Communication times for nodes
and cluster head
Communications for cluster heads
and the base station
Memory overhead for nodes
Memory overhead for cluster head
Computation overhead for nodes
Computation overhead for cluster heads
Trust decay
Energy level for nodes
Pre-deployment knowledge certificates
Enhancing cluster head trust management
Dynamic node movement
Multi-hop routing

GTMS
n ∗ (n − m)

TMF
1

2 bits
Regular

2 bytes
on
Demand

Roughly
Same
More
Less
More
Less
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Roughly
Same
Less
More
Less
More
Better
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

a) Communication Overhead: In both GTMS and TMF,
the direct trust of the node is calculated based on the past
experiences without requesting any information from other
nodes. With respect to indirect trust, in GTMS, the sponsor
node needs to collect all the targets nodes’ trust values from all
other nodes in the cluster. If there are n nodes and m targets
nodes, then the total number of communications can reach up
to as many as n ∗ (n − m). By contrast, in our framework,
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f) Pre-deployment Knowledge: In TMF, we also take
advantage of the pre-deployment knowledge. As the sensor
networks have infrastructure components such as a base station
which can perform centralized management, we can employ
certificates to validate new nodes. We assume that the base
station and the cluster head can perform advanced trust management because we assume that cluster heads and base station
have more power for computation and communication and are
trusted at a higher level.
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V. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a dynamic trust management
framework for hierarchical wireless sensor networks. In our
scheme, we have reduced the computation and communication
requirements of sensor nodes in carrying out trust evaluation.
Our scheme incorporates a time window and a decay function
that captures the dynamic nature of trust in trust calculations.
Finally, we have shown that our scheme has improved features
to support mobile sensor network environments over those of
the previously proposed scheme GTMS. In addition, our trust
management framework has the ability to consider movement
of nodes from one cluster to another. Currently, we have been
developing a complete model of inter-cluster movement of
nodes in mobile inter-cluster wireless sensor environments.
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